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Abstract 
The software industry is in the middle of a paradigm shift from desktop to mobile and web-based software. In the 
new era, applications increasingly live on the Web as services that lend themselves for runtime configuration. The 
associated delivery model, referred to on-demand software, or Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), implies that applications 
do not require installation or manual upgrades by the end users, as they are loaded on the fly. Furthermore, applica-
tions that build on resources offered by other applications, referred to as mashups, offer increasingly interesting op-
portunities. We believe that the trend towards using the web as an application platform will only strengthen in the 
future, and that instead of individual applications, it will also be possible to use application components in the same 
way we today download complete applications – in essence the Web is used as an architecture and transport for dis-
tributed applications, similarly to e.g. Corba at the level of principal idea. In this paper, we provide an overview for 
mashware computing, where downloadable components form applications in a piecemeal fashion, and enable rich 
access to resources of devices in a programmer-friendly way. Furthermore, applications can be easily built by com-
ponents created by others and available as services. Finally, we demonstrate the capabilities of the concept with a 
sample application and discuss the lessons learned during the design process. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1. Introduction 
The software is in the middle of a paradigm shift installable desktop systems towards mobile and web-
based software. In the new era, applications live on the Web as services. The associated delivery model, 
referred to on-demand software, or Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), implies that applications no longer re-
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quire installation or manual upgrades. While being envisioned for a long time, the facilities of the Web are 
fueling the transition in various forms, in part culminating in the possibility to run complete applications 
online. Examples of such systems include in particular business applications such as accounting, customer 
relationship management (CRM), enterprise resource planning (ERP), invoicing, human resource man-
agement (HRM), and content management (CM). In contrast, more traditional online applications for the 
public end users include games, email, as well as office appliances in the form of Google Docs. 
Within the field of web applications, mashups – applications that build on resources offered by other 
applications, but combine them in an unforeseen fashion into an integrated experience – have become 
increasingly  common.  We  believe  that  this  trend,  enabled  by  the  fact  that  for  the  first  time  we  have  a  
global, uniform distribution channel, will only strengthen in the future, and that instead of individual ap-
plications using resources, it will also be possible to use application components in the same way we to-
day download complete applications as well as access on-line resources. This will then further pave the 
way towards a component architecture that enables mixing and matching of pieces of software of different 
origins,  as  well  as  creates  a  market  for  3rd party software components in the global scale. In particular, 
these facilities will be helpful in mobile setting, where usability issues, loading times and other restrictions 
have formed an obstacle for application development.  
In this paper, we first provide an overview for our vision of mashware computing, originally presented 
in [13, 14], where downloadable components form applications in a piecemeal fashion and enable rich 
access to resources of devices in a programmer-friendly way. In this context, term resource is used in a 
wide sense, referring to real resources such as files, but also to services such as translation or rendering. 
As a technical contribution, we demonstrate the capabilities of the concept with a proof-of-concept im-
plementation, which is the first concrete realization of the vision. 
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the background of the paper and pro-
vides an interview for the on-demand software delivery model and mashup development, with particular 
focus on modularity issues. Sections 3 and 4 form the core of this paper by revisiting the concept of 
mashware and by introducing in detail how we have implemented a mashware component that can be eas-
ily included in complete web applications. In Section 5, we provide an overview of an example applica-
tion that has been constructed in accordance with mashware principles. In Section 6, we provide an ex-
tended discussion on the lessons learned when composing the implementation as well as on related sys-
tems that already exist.  Towards the end of the paper, in Section 7 we draw the final conclusions of our 
work. 
2. Background 
The World Wide Web has undergone a number of phases to enable the development of on-demand 
software. Initially, web pages were little more than simple textual documents with limited user interaction 
capabilities, enabling only applications based on hyperlinks and full-page updates, which were rapidly 
enhanced with graphics support and form-based data entry. Gradually, with the introduction of DHTML 
[2] as well as numerous Rich Internet Application technologies, such as Adobe Flash and Microsoft Sil-
verlight, it became feasible to create increasingly interactive web pages with built-in support for advanced 
graphics and animation, culminating in “Web 2.0” technologies, commonly associated with systems such 
as Ajax [1], Ruby on Rails [15], and Google Web Toolkit (GWT) [11]. Today, we are on our way towards 
more complex applications, that increasingly builds on the networking capabilities and pervasiveness of 
the web. 
The ability to download systems on-demand basis produces many benefits over the conventional model 
of application deployment, where installation plays a major role. On-demand applications need not be 
installed by the users, and therefore they can be more flexibly upgraded than their desktop counterparts. 
Furthermore, since the same service is commonly made available to numerous users, configuration and 
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version management complications are considerably easier to solve than in the traditional model, where 
clients at least potentially use different versions. Finally, the service provider has access to all data as well 
as the behavior of the users, making it simpler to design exhaustive test systems that focus on the most 
important aspects of the system. 
A particular characteristic of today’s on-demand applications is that they are commonly loaded on-the-
fly from the Web, and the browser acts as their runtime environment. Consequently, applications build on 
application programming interfaces (APIs) based on web technologies, including for example HTTP, 
REST, SOAP and JSON, which commonly lend themselves for other use as well. This characteristic ena-
bles the development of increasingly complex 3rd party applications that reuse the already existing content 
and services. Furthermore, these applications – so called mashups that “mash up” content from various 
sites into an integrated experience – can be build by developers that are not directly associated with the 
original developers of the reused services.  
As already pointed out, a mashup is a web site or application that combines content from more than 
one source (from multiple web sites) into an integrated experience. In other words, mashups are content 
aggregates that leverage the power of the Web to support worldwide sharing of content that conventional-
ly would not have been easily accessible or reusable in different contexts or from different locations.  
While present mashup applications often build on maps or photos with overlays, this is not a technical 
restriction. In contrast, the content can be anything as long as it can be meaningfully combined with other 
information available on the Web, e.g., price comparison information combined with product specifica-
tions, latest product news and user reviews or blogs. In addition to so called consumer mashups, mashups 
are used in enterprises as well to combine private information of the company with publicly available ser-
vices. The key aspect is that the content must be available in a format that can be reused easily in other 
contexts. Furthermore, interfaces that remain unchanged over time are needed in order to develop long-
lasting, robust mashup services that do not need constant upgrades as services they build on are modified. 
Despite the recent emergence of tools and the general interest and hype around web technologies, 
mashups are not actually anything new. In software development, it has been a common practice or desire 
to build more advanced software systems out of prefabricated, reusable components developed by other 
software developers. The desire for reusable software components was first expressed by McIlroy and 
other participants of the NATO Software Engineering conference back in 1968 [5], and techniques for 
software reuse have been investigated for decades. However, mashup development differs from conven-
tional software reuse in several important ways, originally listed in [13, 14]: 
x In mashup development there is a lot more focus on reusing the content rather than the implementation 
of a web site. While standardized formats for various content formats, such as images and videos for 
example, exist, it is often surprisingly difficult to reuse the implementation of a web site in other con-
texts. For example, the current web technologies do not make it easy to specify which parts of the web 
site are intended to be reusable in other contexts and which are not. In the same fashion, many 
mashups reuse the visual representation of  sites  only  (e.g.,  a  map or  the  layout  of  a  web site),  while  
others reuse the content (substance) separately from its visual representation. 
x Mashups are far more dynamic than more conventionally used compiled, binary software components. 
Since mashups are all about combining content from multiple web sites in a highly dynamic fashion, 
they cannot be built easily with static programming languages that require advance compilation and 
static type checking. 
x Because of the increased focus on content rather than on implementation techniques, the mashup de-
veloper base is different from conventional software development projects. A mashup developer does 
not necessarily have any formal training or background in software development. Rather, it is far more 
common for them to have some kind of a media background.  
x The distribution and sharing power of the Web makes it exceptionally easy to reuse content in unfore-
seen, unexpected ways. Basically, anything that is made available on the Web is instantly accessible to 
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anybody anywhere in the world with a web browser. This increases the potential content user and re-
user  base  by  several  orders  of  magnitude  compared with  conventional  software  components  that  are  
typically distributed in a far more controlled and limited fashion. Often, the developer of a web site 
may not be aware at all that content from his or her site is being used in other contexts as well. The 
same also applies to implementations, but due to the above complications their reuse becomes more 
complex in practice. 
Despite the above issues, mashups demonstrate the capability of the Web to act as a distribution chan-
nel for arbitrary applications, making it the first truly pervasive and uniform communication media for 
distributed applications. Consequently it can be used as a basis for a component architecture on top of 
which distributed applications can be build in the global scale. 
3. Towards software components as on-demand-service 
In recent years, significant progress has been made in turning web engineering into a real engineering 
field; for a comprehensive overview, the reader is referred to [3]. However, we argue that the development 
practices for web applications are still far from the maturity levels of traditional software development, 
and there is still an impedance mismatch between web-based software development and software engi-
neering [7].  
We believe that the evolution of web technologies will eventually lead us to mashware – mashup soft-
ware that leverages source code and software components that are downloaded dynamically from all over 
the world. Such software can dramatically improve the productivity of software development, allowing 
massive reuse of software components across the planet. However, without new software architectures, 
methodologies and systematic approaches towards the development of such software, the gap between 
web development and software engineering will only grow wider. To avoid this, research is needed in 
several areas related to web development, including security, modularity, and legal aspects, as well as 
improved software engineering methodologies to foster the development of mashware systems in system-
atic fashion. 
In the absence of security restrictions that prevent the downloading of executable code to the browser 
from different domains, the content in mashups could be executable code as well. In fact, we believe that 
mashware – or on-demand software components – is the next logical step in the evolution of the Web as a 
software platform. By this, we refer to a generalized form of mashup-based software development, in 
which applications can be composed by dynamically combining code and other content originating from 
web sites from all over the world. For instance, the user interface widgets of an application might be 
downloaded from one site, storage features from another site, the localization capabilities from a third site, 
and so on, based on the availability of best components for each purpose. We refer to such a model for 
application development as mashware – software as a worldwide mashup. The general idea, originally 
presented in [7, 13, 14] at the level of concept, is depicted in Fig. 1. In the figure, we assume that the de-
veloper is building a web application to visualize stock market information. The application consists of a 
main application – downloaded from the developer's own web server – that will dynamically download 
the other necessary components from other web sites. These components include: (1) widget library for 
presenting the user interface of the application, (2) stock graph visualization library for creating graphs, 
(3) stock quote / market data interface available from a third site, and (4) localization (L10N) components 
for customizing the data and the language for a specific country. All components are downloaded from 
different web servers and used dynamically without compilation, static linking, or explicit installation. 
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Fig. 1. The mashware concept: software components as on-demand services that can be downloaded on the fly. 
For obvious reasons, one cannot expect that the downloaded components could be arbitrary. Instead, in 
order to be use the different components for their tasks, interfaces in these components must be designed 
in a disciplined fashion, preferably following the software engineering principles that would allow their 
evolution over time. However, this task can be simplified, since unlike conventional binary applications, 
web applications are generally deployed in textual form, using representations such as HTML, XML, CSS 
and JavaScript source code, causing a shift towards dynamic languages [10]. This results in increased 
flexibility in application creation, as well as tolerance towards certain kinds of problems.  
Finally, mashware based applications are particularly promising in the mobile domain, where it is 
common that applications can considerably benefit from the possibility to use hardware acceleration, 
binding to binary resources, and other forms of tighter integration with the device itself. With the pro-
posed approach, it is possible to create, deploy, and distribute components that are capable of interacting 
with the device in an enhanced fashion. For applications, this results in improved capabilities and superior 
user experience, enabled by the new bindings. 
4. Proof-of-concept implementation 
Our mashware implementation follows a general mashup reference architecture described in an earlier 
paper [6]. The reference architecture (see Fig. 2a) determines the following main components for a 
mashup application: mashup manager, content providers, data model including content extractors and 
formatters, mashup creation and renderers. We have applied the reference architecture to a mashware im-
plementation (see Fig. 2b for application structure) that is based on a RESTful mashware metadata reposi-
tory and a client application that includes the capability to combine its necessary software components on 
the fly. Furthermore, on the client side, we have a mashware manager that includes functionality for 
searching, downloading and enabling components originating from the repository. The repository includes 
components for extracting, formatting and rendering the mashup content. In addition, the client-side ap-
plication includes a mashup creation module that determines the business logic of the mashup and com-
bines the components acquired with the mashware manager in a meaningful way. All these components 
are summarized in technical terms in the following. 
Mashware repository. The mashware repository, which can be generalized into a set of repositories, 
has a RESTful interface [4] for requesting metadata of mashware components. The interface is self-
descriptive, and components can be requested based on their capabilities. For instance, a list of all possible 
renderers is located in an URI http://example.com/renderers, and rendering components capable of pre-
senting content with ‘image/jpeg’ MIME type can be searched with an HTTP GET request 
http://example.com/renderers[contentTypes=’imagejpeg’]. Similar structure applies for content extractors 
and formatters, too. The component metadata is stored as JavaScript objects described in JSON 
(JavaScript Object Notation). 
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Fig. 2. (a) General reference architecture for mashups [6]; (b) Example mashware application structure; (c) A screenshot of the 
example application running on a desktop environment. Implementation of the mashware application follows the general reference 
architecture. 
Mashware manager. The mashware manager includes functionality that is needed for searching, 
downloading, and selecting components from the repository. In our implementation, we have used only a 
single manager, but in accordance to the overall scheme, also this component could be replaced by an-
other, loaded dynamically as needed as well. Caching of the components can be implemented in mash-
ware manager, and it can be used to extend components with some methods if it is necessary. In our im-
plementation, when the mashup creation module requests a component, the mashware manager downloads 
the matching code, evaluates the code, creates a new instance of the JavaScript component, initializes and 
returns it. Furthermore, it is possible to extend the system towards more autonomous selection of compo-
nents. 
Content extractors. Content extractors provide means to download content from different sources over 
the web, and they can be located in the repository based on their description. These can include data in the 
web, local data in the device as well as context dependent data, such as GPS location. Collaborative 
mashups can be composed, as extractors can be used to include content created simultaneously in another 
mashup. 
Content formatters. Content formatters are used to change and remove content items provided by con-
tent extractors before they are forwarded to renderers. In our implementation, a content formatter can be 
used to expand a content provider to provide the data in a new format, but they can be used as a stand-
alone component as well. Furthermore, it is possible to use web services to alter the data. For instance, a 
content formatter could use MashReduce programming model [12] in order to make heavy operations for 
content data on the server-side. 
Renderers. Renderers are used to present the content items for the user. They are not limited to present 
the content in the fashion we are used to on the original services. For instance, a renderer could display the 
Flickr images in a 3D scene of an art exhibition room, thus creating richer user experience and potentially 
more attractive way to consume content. 
Mashup creation.  The  mashup  creation  part  is  programmed  by  a  mashup  developer  to  combine  the  
mashware components in a meaningful way. As it uses the mashware manager, the technical implementa-
tion can be very straightforward, and it simply passes the data from a component to another according to 
desired business logic. Introducing a simple graphical tool to determine the mashup creation algorithm is 
included in our future plans. 
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To overcome numerous implementation details that affect the development inside the browser, includ-
ing in particular browsers’ security model which is eschewed for real applications [13], our design is 
based on a mobile Qt-based JavaScript framework called Lively for Qt (http://lively.cs.tut.fi/qt) as a run-
time environment on the client-end of our mashware system, similarly to our earlier paper [9]. However, 
the runtime does not form an essential restriction in the experiment, and consequently other environments 
could be used as well. 
5. Example application 
The example mashware application can be seen in Fig. 2c. The idea of the application is to download 
tagged images from VisualREST system (http://visualrest.cs.tut.fi), which can be used to access the con-
tent in user’s handheld devices and social networking services [8]. Tags are rendered on the user interface 
and when a tag is selected the tagged image content is shown on another rendering component. Selecting a 
tag triggers a search where the tag is used as a keyword to popular Twitter micro blogging service 
(http://twitter.com). Found Twitter entries (“tweets”) are displayed along with the images in the same ren-
dering component. If there is more than one image or tweet to display, they are changed in regular inter-
vals.  
The Fig. 2 presents the example application structure. The application utilizes two content extractors to 
gain access to VisualREST and Twitter content. A content formatting component is used to alter the data 
downloaded from VisualREST to be more straightforward to handle. Moreover, the application uses two 
types of rendering components: one to present tags and another to display images and tweets. The rest of 
the user interface (i.e. buttons and the drawing surface) is merged into the mashup creation module. 
6. Discussion 
At present, there are some widely used services that enable the development of web applications as 
mashware, but they are commonly available only in a very specialized, degenerated form. The most obvi-
ous  example  in  Google  Maps  API  (http://code.google.com/apis/maps/index.html), which is available for 
use in a programmatic fashion and that is partly loaded in the application that wishes to use the Maps API. 
However, in many regards Google Maps also defines the capabilities of the whole application, and takes 
over almost all activities that can be associated with the map component. Consequently we regard Google 
Maps more of an application framework for map-based applications rather than true downloadable com-
ponent. Still, we believe that similar services, targeted for different domains, are a necessity for generaliz-
ing the approach of this paper into a true ecosystem that can be used for real applications.  
An obvious concern about the development of downloadable applications is the lack of available and 
applicable standards. Consequently, while building on well-established services, their APIs are almost 
exclusively proprietary and vendor-specific. For example, assuming that one would wish to replace 
Google Maps with another service in the above example, it would most likely be a time-consuming task to 
redesign the application around OpenStreetMaps API (http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/API), for exam-
ple. To create a true component market, standards that define the interfaces to the different services should 
be created and deployed en masse online. Examples of such standards can be found in the field of agent 
systems (http://www.fipa.org/repository/standardspecs.html), where interoperability of agents (or compo-
nents) produced by different parties is a key issue. 
Finally, while security issues form a major concern in the design of mashup applications, similar con-
siderations are needed in the development of mashware based system. In this paper, we were using a 
proof-of-concept implementation based on proprietary technology, which liberated us from such concerns, 
but when run inside the standard browser security concerns similar to those presented in [7, 13, 14] can be 
raised. We believe that the new, emerging standards such as World Wide Web Consortium’s Security 
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Activity Proposal (http://www.w3.org/2011/07/security-activity.html) will eventually solve these issues. 
However, at the same time we expect that even eventually when finalized, the deployment of standard-
compliant implementations requires time. 
7. Conclusions 
The World Wide Web is the most powerful medium for sharing information in the history of human-
kind. For the first time, we have a truly uniform distribution system that can be used for the development 
of applications in the global scale. Consequently, we believe that applications that exist now have only 
scratched the surface of the true potential of applications that are created in accordance with the principles 
of distributed computing using a component model based on the characteristics of the Web.  
In  this  paper,  we  have  addressed  an  architecture  where  the  Web  is  used  as  a  basis  for  a  distributed  
component architecture. A proof-of-concept system created for a mobile device was also introduced, to-
gether with a sample application that demonstrates the power and flexibility of the approach. In the long 
run, we plan to experiment with the approach in a more extensive fashion, with the particular research 
interest lying in the creation of an ecosystem where reusable components are available online en masse. 
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